Following the item-by-item workflow of the filing preparation process, SEC Expert: Domestic Filers delivers comprehensive SEC reporting guidance, along with frequent updates to keep on top of the latest SEC, FASB, IASB, AICPA and PCAOB developments affecting your filings.

Our team of authors and editors provides detailed analysis of relevant rules and regulations as well as expert commentary in the form of: tips, notes, reminders, security, calculations, cautions, and observations identified in text boxes to speed research. You’ll also get detailed checklists, sample disclosures taken from actual SEC filings, and robust linking to primary source materials, additional sample and model language, editorial analysis, and SEC Filings.

Organized according to the structure of the FASB Codification, GAAP Reporter provides detailed guidance in the form of Explanations for each section. These expert-authored Explanations make the Codification easier to understand by restating the language in the Codification in clear, straightforward terms and providing professional insights, expertise, and illustrations on how to apply the guidance in practice.

You’ll also get time-saving practice aids, including detailed annual and interim disclosure checklists, client letters, and memoranda. GAAP Reporter also provides access to the full text of the Codification, and for each section of the Codification brings together any Accounting Standards Updates, Prior Versions of the Codification, and related Original standards related to that section.

Standards Tracker allows you to quickly see any recent standard setting or regulatory activity (from FASB, GASB, IASB, SEC, AICPA, PCAOB and the Treasury) that may impact your upcoming financial reports and filings, without having to scroll through all regulations just to see what is new. You can sort and filter your results by date range, changes containing a keyword, final vs. proposed, date range, and effective date. The resulting chart lists the issuing body, document and summary, status, date issued, and date effective, and any SEC forms or items affected. Plus, your results link directly to the relevant pronouncements and standards, or to additional relevant WG&L editorial analysis.

94 of the Fortune 100 and all of the Top 100 U.S. CPA Firms rely on Thomson Reuters Checkpoint for their tax, accounting and finance needs.
Complete your financial reporting and compliance responsibilities, quickly, easily and with total confidence as you take advantage of these key features.

**EASILY STAY UP-TO-DATE**
- Keep current with timely updates integrated directly into relevant analysis immediately after new or proposed standards are issued
- Get daily news alerts via email on key trends and developments at standard-setting organizations
- Hone in on activity at all major standard-setting organizations with Standards Tracker
- Read about more than just reporting changes as our full-time staff of reporters interview key decision-makers at standard setting organizations

**USE OUR TIME-SAVING TOOLS**
- Track your progress as you prepare important filings and financial statements with state-of-the-art interactive SEC and GAAP checklists
- Access thousands of easy-to-use sample disclosures
- Use easy Create-a-Chart tools to provide a comparison of more than 50 financial data points for benchmarking
- Cross-reference the standards at a paragraph level with our FASB-IASB mapping tool

**FIND WHAT YOU NEED, FAST**
- Speed your research through robust linking between analysis, regulations, SEC filings, full text of releases, forms, charts and checklists
- Quickly go between comprehensive SEC and GAAP analysis, diagnostic tools, and source material
- Easily see the superseded standards and the new FASB Codification with live links from cross-reference tables
- Take advantage of the only platform to offer full coverage of budgeting and forecasting, controllership, treasury, corporate governance and more

**LET OUR EXPERTS GUIDE YOU**
- Easily access expert guidance and analysis for SEC reporting forms since they are organized item-by-item for each form to match filers’ workflow
- Get full analysis of GAAP and IFRS with computational examples and disclosure examples for both
- Rest assured that you have the complete breadth of FASB codification for maximum scope and depth, with thousands of detailed explanations